POLOWARE 3
®

System Components
POLOWARE3 Software turns your laptop
into a water polo match console. Maintains
team rosters with class and cap number. Set
up a match and athletes from the selected
teams are automatically entered. Runs and
displays the game, shot and eject clocks.
Keeps team scores; records points and saves
by player; and tracks up to 4 exclusions at
once. When the match is over, print a complete match history.
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 5 year warranty

SHOTCLOCK Place a 2-digit SHOTCLOCK
at each goal, linked to the laptop running
POLOWARE3 Software, and your players will
have a Super-Bright LED display that’s easy
to read indoors or out. When not in use for
water polo, it becomes a continuous counting
pace clock for swim training. Available with
or without battery.
SWIMCOUNT Game Clock Link this (or any
other 4-digit IST clock) to the laptop and you
have an on-deck game clock display—also
with Super-Bright LED digits. Use as a continuous counting pace clock for swim training.
Available with or without battery.

SWIMWARE Scoreboards Available scoreboards include a 4’ period/score display, an 8’
game clock/period/score display or a SWIMWARE 6-10 lane alphanumeric scoreboard
that shows game, shot and exclusion clocks;
period; team scores, and name/cap number
system of last player to score. Use the clocks and
scoreboards for swimming, too!
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